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Citizenship Apps

Stack the Countries

Study for the U.S. Citizenship test.

countries and then stack them on top
of one another.

Dictionary Apps

Stack the States
A game where you answer questions
about the states of the U.S. and then
stack them on top of one another.

U.S. Citizenship Test & Flash Cards

Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary
Learn the definitions of words.

Longman Phrasal Verbs Dictionary
Shows how to use phrasal verbs and
includes grammar, synonyms and
opposites, irregular verbs, and more.

WordNet Advanced English Dictionary
and Thesaurus
Learn words and synonyms.

Education Apps
Brain POP

Watch short movies on topics like the U.S.
Constitution, credit cards, nutrition, etc.
and then quiz yourself on what you have
learned.

Flashcardlet

Download flashcards on practically any
topic and study. Includes flashcards for
TOEFL.

Geography Apps

Discovery U.S. Geography

Learn about geography then quiz yourself.

GeoBee

This app by National Geographic quizzes
students on geography.

National Geographic World Atlas

Zoom in and out as you explore a map
of the world, calculate distances between
two places, and learn location details like
population, languages, and more.

A game where you answer questions about

Grammar Apps

Cambridge Essential Grammar
in Use Tests
Test and develop your understanding
of elementary English grammar.
Conversation Builder
Similar to Story Builder, students look
at pictures and are prompted to record
answers to questions that become a
conversation.
Preposition Builder
Practice using prepositions.
Question Builder
Learn to answer questions.
Sentence Builder
Learn to create sentences.
Story Builder
Look at pictures and record your
answers to a series of questions that can
be played back as a story. Story Builder
helps students form paragraphs and
integrate ideas.
Wordventure
You are asked to supply different types
of words (verbs, adjectives, adverbs,
etc.) which are then inserted into a
story, just like Mad Libs.

History Apps

History Tools
Tells what events happened on a
particular day in history including
events, holidays, births, and deaths.

Speak It
Type in words and phrases and hear
them spoken.

On This Day
Tells what happened on this day in
history, including births and deaths.
The app updates to include current
events.

Translation Apps

Microsoft Apps

Quickoffice
Log in with a Google email address and
edit Microsoft documents.

News & Magazine Apps

News360
Select the topics you are interested
in reading about and the app finds
articles about them. Topics range from
“politics” and “local news” to “geek
culture” and “zombies.” You can even
search for new topics.
NPR News
Listen to or read news from National
Public Radio.
USA Today News
Read USA Today articles. Tap
“snapshots” to learn quick facts.
Zinio
Read magazines.

Pronunciation Apps

Dragon Dictation
Speak into the microphone and the
words will appear on the screen.

iTranslate
Speak into the microphone and hear
your speech translated into any of 81
languages.

Vocabulary Apps

Dabble
A game where you must spell five
words from 20 letters as quickly as
possible.
SAT Vocab
Study the definitions of new words then
play games to test your knowledge.
Scrabble
Practice forming English words as
you play against an opponent or the
computer.
TOEFL Smart Vocab
Study the definitions of new words and
then take a test.
Word a Day
Learn a word a day and skip up to three
days in advance.
Word Wit
Learn to distinguish between words
that are often confused for one another.
For example (assure and insure, faze
and phase, ambivalent and ambiguous,
etc.).

